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Abstract Landslide susceptibility mapping is essential for land-use activities and management decision making in hilly or mountainous regions. The existing approaches to
landslide susceptibility zoning and mapping require many different types of data. In this
study, we propose a fractal method to map landslide susceptibility using historical landslide inventories only. The spatial distribution of landslides is generally not uniform, but
instead clustered at many different scales. In the method, we measure the degree of spatial
clustering of existing landslides in a region using a box-counting method and apply the
derived fractal clustering relation to produce a landslide susceptibility map by means of
GIS-supported spatial analysis. The method is illustrated by two examples at different
regional scales using the landslides inventory data from Zhejiang Province, China, where
the landslides are mainly triggered by rainfall. In the illustrative examples, the landslides
from the inventory are divided into two time periods: The landslides in the first period are
used to produce a landslide susceptibility map, and those in the late period are taken as
validation samples for examining the predictive capability of the landslide susceptibility
maps. These examples demonstrate that the landslide susceptibility map created by the
proposed technique is reliable.
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1 Introduction
Rainfall-triggered landslides are one of the major natural geological hazards. Landslides
occur almost every year in nearly all the hilly and mountainous regions of the world and
result in serious harm to humans. One way to reduce the damage impact of these hazards to
life and economy is to increase preparedness through landslide forecasting systems (e.g.,
Keefer et al. 1987; Aleotti 2004; Li et al. 2010). A forecasting system can provide timely
warnings to those individuals in high landslide risk areas during a developing storm in the
region. Another way is to map or delineate landslide susceptibility areas. This study mainly
deals with the landslide susceptibility zoning and mapping.
Engineers, earth scientists, and planners are interested in assessment to landslide susceptibility for two purposes (Tangestani 2003): (1) To identify and delineate unstable
hazard-prone areas, so that environmental regeneration programs can be initiated to adopt
suitable mitigation measures; and (2) to choose appropriate locations for sitting development schemes, such as building and road construction. Even if the potential hazards in
some areas cannot be avoided completely, their recognition in the initial planning stage
may help us to take suitable precautionary measures.
A number of researchers used various statistical techniques incorporating many types
of data such as lithology, topography, soil properties, and land cover in geographic
information systems (GIS) to assess landslide susceptibility (e.g., Gupta and Joshi 1990;
Chung and Fabbri 1999, Gritzer et al. 2001; Lineback et al. 2001, Santacana et al. 2003;
Lee 2007; Lee et al. 2007). A few authors attempted to derive landslide susceptibility by
means of physically based methods (e.g., Montgomery and Dietrich 1994; Jibson et al.
2000; Savage et al. 2003). The physically based methods rely on physical properties of
hillslope materials, topographic information from a digital elevation model (DEM), and
hydrologic and hydrogeological parameters in slope-stability models. However, the
abundance of data such as that described above is not available in many hilly and
mountainous regions of the world. For these regions, it is very challenge to produce
reliable susceptibility maps from limited data. Coe et al. (2004) produced a landslide
susceptibility map for a 980 km2 area in eastern-central Guatemala by applying a moving-count circle approach using two types of data, a landslide inventory map and a DEM.
Moreover, a semi-empirical method for analyzing landslide susceptibility was given by
the studies carried out by Iovine et al. (2003a, b) in Campania (Southern Italy), based on
a cellular automata modeling approach in which topographic data (1:5,000 scale) plus a
map of the soil cover were used as input matrices and by further developments in which
calibration was performed through genetic algorithms (Iovine et al. 2005; D’Ambrosio
et al. 2006; Iovine 2008).
In this study, we developed a fractal-based technique to map landslide susceptibility
using historical landslide inventories only. To our knowledge, our approach differs from
previous work in that we first measure the spatial, fractal clustering distribution of the
existing landslides in a region, and then apply the derived fractal clustering relation to
produce a landslide susceptibility map by means of GIS-supported spatial analysis. The
method is illustrated using two examples. In the first example, based on the 3,285 landslides occurred from 1990 to 2003 in Zhejiang region, a landslide susceptibility map for the
region is produced; the effectiveness of the susceptibility map is examined by the 459
landslides occurred from 2004 to 2007 in the region. In the second example, the method is
applied to a relatively small area, i.e., Yueqing County (1,174 km2 in area) located in the
southeast costal region of Zhejiang. A landslide susceptibility map for the Yueqing County
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is produced by the procedure using the 156 landslides occurred from 2000 to 2003 in the
area, and the effectiveness of the susceptibility map is examined by the 149 landslides
occurred from 2004 to 2007 in the same area.

2 Study area
Zhejiang Province is located on the southeast coastal region of China (Fig. 1), with a
population of about 70 millions. The province lies between latitudes 27020 N and 31110 N,
longitudes 118010 E and 123250 E, and has continental area of 101,800 km2. This province
is one of the most concentrated regions in terms of population and one of the most
economically developed areas in China. The region is complex in landform and greatly
different in relief; and the hilly and mountainous terrain with elevation above 300 m
accounts for 70.6% of its total area. The entire terrain is inclined from southwest toward
northeast and drops in a step form.
As shown in Fig. 2, the strata are basically bounded by an NE-striking JiangshanShaoxing fault. In the southwest region of Zhejiang, the outcropping strata are chiefly
Paleozoic sedimentary rocks, mainly consisting of siltstones, shale, mudstones, sandstones,
conglomerate, and carbonate rocks. The Paleozoic sedimentary rocks are locally overlain
by upper Jurassic volcanic rocks. The stratigraphic units in the southwest region of
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Fig. 1 Topographic relief map of Zhejiang Province showing the spatial distribution of landslides. Red dots
are the locations of 3,285 landslides occurred in the 1990–2003 period. Inset shows the location of Zhejiang
in southeastern China
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Fig. 2 Schematic geological map of Zhejiang Province

Zhejiang mainly consist of Mesozoic volcanic rocks, locally sandwiched with sedimentary
rocks. Cretaceous basins and surrounding hills are distributed with soft–hard alternated red
siltstones, sandstones, and sandy conglomerate with tuffs intercalations. Many intermediate and acid magmatic rocks intrude into the Paleozoic sedimentary rocks and Mesozoic
volcanic rocks. Precambrian metamorphic rocks (including phyllites, schists, and gneisses)
expose locally along both sides of Jiangshan-Shaoxing fault.
The rocks in Zhejiang are usually cut by faults and vary greatly in composition, degree
of consolidation, amount of deformation, and depth of weathering. The superficial deposits
in hills and mountainous areas are mainly colluvium and alluvium. Much of the colluvium
with large variability of thickness and composition was deposited from the late Tertiary
through the Holocene. The hills and mountainous areas are highly prone to landslides
during intense rainfall periods.
Zhejiang Province belongs to a subtropical monsoon zone and has mean annual precipitation ranging from 1,000 to 2,000 mm. Due to the impact of the monsoon troughs and
tropical cyclones, the distribution of rainfall over a year is not uniform usually, the amount
of rainfall from May to September accounts for ca. 69% of the annual rainfall (Fig. 3).
Rainstorms occur frequently in summer because of the impact of tropical cyclones
(Typhoon). In the costal hilly and mountainous areas of the province, because of strong
topographic influence, rainfall from a single storm can vary greatly over a short distance.
Owing to its geologic, geomorphologic, and climatic settings, the region is highly
prone to the occurrence of landslides. About 90% of past landslides occurred during
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Fig. 3 The monthly mean rainfall frequency distribution and the monthly mean landslide frequency
distribution

the rainy season between May and September (see Fig. 3). In the rainy season, a
large number of shallow landslides are often triggered by heavy rainfall events
(Figs. 4, 5), which exposes the population and economy to serious risks (Li 2004;
Li et al. 2010).
Since 1990, after each serious landslide event, Zhejiang Provincial Department of
Geology and Mineral Resources immediately sent experienced professionals to conduct
surveys in the landslide sites and record the occurrence date, location, failure types, the
volume of the landslides, and the resulted casualties and economic losses. From 2000 to
2003, a landslide-mapping project on a scale of 1:10,000 was carried out in 45 hilly and
mountainous counties that cover all the landslide-prone areas in Zhejiang and account for
ca. 70% of its total area. After completion of the project, a landslide database was compiled. Totally 4,454 landslides occurred from 1990 to 2007 were included in the compilation, about 75% are shallow soil slides, 8% are debris flows, and 17% are rock/soil falls.
The volume of the shallow soil slides and debris flows varies from 102 to 107m3; those
landslides with a failure volume of less than 105 m3 account for 90%. The volume of the
falls is generally less than 102 m3. Among the 4,454 landslides, 3,744 landslides were
recorded with locations (i.e., longitude and latitude). In this study, these 3,744 landslide
data are used, of which 3,285 landslides that occurred from 1990 to 2003 are selected as
samples to create a landslide susceptibility map using the fractal-based approach and the
remaining 459 landslides that occurred from 2004 to 2007 are taken as test samples to
examine the effectiveness of the susceptibility map. The same method is also applied to a
relatively small area (Yueqing County), where about 156 landslides occurred during
2000–2003. These data are used to create a landslide susceptibility map for Yueqing area
using the fractal-based approach. We then examine the validity of the susceptibility map by
considering 149 landslides occurred from 2004 to 2007 in the same area.

3 Description of methodology
The spatial distribution of landslides is generally not uniform, but instead clustered at
many different scales. The degree of clustering of landslides can be quantified using
Mandelbrot’s fractal concept. A natural way to measure the degree of spatial clustering of
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Fig. 4 On September 4, 1999, in Yongjia County, Wenzhou City (located in the southeast costal region of
Zhejiang), more than 300 mm of 6h rain fell triggering about 60 landslides (mainly soil slides and debris
flows, and a few weathered-rock slides), which killed 17 people. a Weathered rock slide-debris flow at the
Huangyandong area of Yongjia County. b Soil/weathered rock slide-debris flow at the Oubei area of Yongjia
County

landslides is to determine the fractal dimension (D). In a two-dimensional space, a fractal
dimension of 2 describes a random distribution, while a fractal dimension of 0 describes a
single point (Mandelbrot 1983). If the spatial clustering of landslides is fractal, the value of
the fractal dimension generally lies in the range 0 \ D \ 2. The fractal clustering distribution is different from random distributions (e.g., Poisson distribution) and also different
from the uniform distribution. The differences between the fractal clustering distribution
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Fig. 5 Debris flow at the Xianxi area of Yueqing County, Wenzhou City (located in the southeast costal
region of Zhejiang), occurred on August 11–12, 2004, was a consequence of heavy rainfall event: in the
region more than 860 mm of 24h rain fell triggering about 50 landslides (mainly soil slides and debris flows,
and a few weathered-rock slides), which killed 42 people

and the random distribution or the uniform distribution are illustrated in Fig. 6. The
essential feature of the fractal distribution is its self-similarity or scale invariance. In a
fractal clustering point pattern, there are no characteristic mean distances, and points are
spaced in a hierarchy of clusters across scales. However, for any physical application, there
are upper and lower limits on applicability of the fractal distribution, i.e., the scale
invariance exists only within a finite range of scale.
The fractal analysis method used here is the box-counting method (Mandelbrot 1985).
We consider the landslides in a region as a set of points in the two-dimensional space. For a
region with a planar area of L 9 L, we discretize it into square grid cells of size r and count
the number N(r) of cells that contain at least one landslide, as illustrated in Fig. 7. The
process is repeated by reducing the cell size until a prescribed minimum size is reached. If
N(r) has the following relationship with the cell size r:
N ðrÞ / rD ;

ð1Þ

one says the spatial distribution of these landslides is fractal, characterized by a fractal
dimension D. The D value is the slope of the straight line fitted to Eq. (1).
Here, as an extension to Eq. (1), let N(rmin) be the number of cells occupied by landslides when a minimum cell size rmin is larger than the typical distance between landslides,
and let Pi = N (ri)/N(rmin), rmin B ri B L. We then have
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Fig. 7 Schematic diagram illustrating the fractal box-counting method in which the study area is divided
into square grid cells of size r and the number of cells that contain one or more landslides is counted. The
grid cell size r is changed and the counting procedure is repeated. The number of occupied grid cells versus
the grid cell size r is plotted on log–log axes. The points are best fit by a single straight line. The slope of the
straight line is the fractal dimension D

P ¼ CrD ;

ð2Þ

which means that the ratio of the landslides occurring at a given location over the total
number of landslides can be defined as function of distance r from a known landslide. If the
spatial distribution of landslides is characterized by a fractal clustering, then Eq.(2) can be
utilized for landslide susceptibility zoning and mapping.
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4 Application and validation of fractal statistics to landslide
susceptibility mapping
4.1 Landslide susceptibility mapping
In this section, we apply the proposed method to produce landslide susceptibility maps for
the Zhejiang region and for the Yueqing County, a relatively small area located in the
southeast costal region of Zhejiang.
The 3,285 landslides occurred from 1990 to 2003 are used to produce a landslide
susceptibility map of the Zhejiang region. Figure 8 is the result of the application of the
box-counting method to 3,285 landslides occurred from 1990 to 2003. In the calculation, a 1 9 1 km grid cell is used as the minimum cell; landslides with distances
smaller than 1 km are considered as a single landslide. It can be seen from Fig. 8, the
ratio of the landslides occurring at a given location over the total number of landslides
(P) within a range of 1–15 km as function of distance (r) from a known landslide
follows quite closely a straight line. From Eq. (2), the relationship given in Fig. 8 can
be fitted by
P ¼ 79:48r 1:72 ;

ð3Þ

where the slope D = 1.72 is obtained using a least square fitting method, with the coefficient of determination R2 = 0.99. This result shows that these landslides are fractal
clustering within a range of 1–15 km.
A distribution map can be made using the 3,285 landslides from 1990 to 2003. Using
the buffer function of GIS and from Eq. (3), where r is radius, a buffer zone (area) around
any known landslide can be built within a range of 2–15 km (when r = 1 km, the
landslide itself is taken as a center). With each of 3,285 landslides serving in turn as the
center, we can produce a series of buffer areas corresponding to different r, which are
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denoted as A1, A2,…,An, where n is the number of the buffer areas and is related to the
step length of r in the calculation. We take the maximum of each area P(r) = max (A1,
A2, A3,…,An), and then a P (r) distribution map is obtained. After the P(r) map is
smoothed (here in 7 9 7 grids), we use the W function (Anderberg 1973; OAS 1991) to
classify the landslide susceptibility zones for the P(r) map. A k order W function is
defined as follows
W¼

ni
k X
X


xij  xi

2

¼ W1 þ W2 þ    þ Wk ;

ð4Þ

i¼1 j¼1

where x denotes a set of observations [in our case, x is (P(r)], xij is the jth observation in the
ith group, ni is the number of observations in the ith group, and xi is the mean value for the
ith group. The objective is to find an optimal division of k groups such that the value of
W is minimized. We use the principle of least squares, a common statistical approach, to
this one-dimensional problem through minimizing the sum of squared deviations about the
around means. Once the smallest W value is determined, the best grouping of the proportional values can be achieved.
For the previously mentioned P(r) map (smoothed), the Wi values (W1 = 38,540.97,
W2 = 16,985.69, W3 = 15,591.37, W4 = 10,706.27, and W5 = 2,530.12) can be determined from Eq. (4) for k = 5. From this, the range of x values is divided into five groups
(x B 3.37, 3.37 \ x B 6.75, 6.75 \ x B 10.13, 10.13 \ xB13.51, and 13.51 \ xB16.88),
which classified the landslide susceptibility into 5 levels: very low zone (I), low zone (II),
moderate zone (III), high zone (IV), and very high zone (V). The flow chart for producing a
landslide susceptibility zoning map is shown in Fig. 9 and the resulting landslide susceptibility zoning map is illustrated in Fig. 10.
In the previous example, our method has been tested on the entire continental region of
Zhejiang Province. In the following, we apply the method to a relatively small area, i.e.,
the Yueqing County (see the shaded area in Fig. 10) in Wenzhou city.
In the Yueqing area, about 156 landslides occurred during period 2000–2003. When the
box-counting method is applied to the 156 landslides, a 25 9 25 m grid cell is taken as the
minimum cell covering the area. The ratio of the landslides occurring at a given location
over the total number of landslides (P) as a function of distance (r) from a known landslide
is plotted in Fig. 11 and two line segments in the figure may be fitted using Eq. (2), i.e., the
relationship between P and r is as follows

P¼

128:5r 0:07
15789:0r

0:79

ð25 m\r  800 m)

ð5Þ

ð800 m\r  7000 m)

The slopes of the two line segments in Fig. 11 are calculated using the least square fitting
method; slope D = 0.07 within a range of 25–800 m and slope D = 0.79 within a range of
800–7,000 m. The fractal clustering distribution has different scaling exponents at two
different scaling lengths, a result which is different from that obtained for the entire region
of Zhejiang (see Fig. 8). Because the types of landslides in the Yueqing area are similar to
those of landslides in other region of Zhejiang and mainly belong to shallow landslides and
are triggered by rainfall, we attribute this to the fact that, in the box-counting method, the
minimum cell needed for covering the Yueqing County is much smaller than that for the
entire region of Zhejiang where landslides with distances smaller than 1 km are considered
as a single landslide.
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Fig. 9 Algorithm flow chart for
producing landslide susceptibility
zoning map
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Following to the same methodology used for the entire region of Zhejiang, a landslide
distribution map for the Yueqing County is made using the 156 landslides occurred from
2000 to 2003. Then, using the buffer function of GIS and from Eq. (5), with r as radius, a
buffer zone (area) around a known landslide is built in the range of 25 m \ r B 800 m and
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Fig. 10 Landslide susceptibility map of Zhejiang Province. The map is produced using the fractal
clustering relations for the spatial distribution of 3,285 landslides during the period 1990–2003. Pink dots
show the locations of 459 test landslides (2004–2007) on the susceptibility map. The shaded area in the
figure shows the range of Yueqing County (see the text)
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Fig. 11 Variation in P with r for
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the range of 800 m \ r B 7,000 m, respectively, and the landslide susceptibility zoning
map for the Yueqing County is obtained, as shown in Fig. 12. In the figure, the landslide
susceptibility is divided into 4 levels (k = 4): very low zone (I), low zone (II), moderate
zone (III), and high zone (IV).
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Fig. 12 Landslide susceptibility map of Yueqing County (see the shaded area of Fig. 10), Wenzhou City,
Zhejiang Province. The map is produced using the fractal clustering relations for the spatial distribution of
156 landslides occurred during the period 2000–2003. Black dots show the locations of 149 test landslides
(2004–2007) on the susceptibility map

4.2 Verification of the landslide susceptibility maps
Before a landslide susceptibility map is applied to making predictions, its reliability must
be examined. However, up to date, there is no a generally accepted method to verify the
landslide susceptibility map. Casadei et al. (2003) defined an ‘‘optimal’’ model as the one
that is able to identify the maximum number of landslides with the minimal of area
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predicted to be unstable. In our opinions, the effectiveness of a landslide susceptibility map
can be examined in the following two ways:
(1)

(2)

Compare a landslide susceptibility map with actual landslides (test samples) that
occurred after the completion of the map and calculate the percentage of the test
samples falling within areas of preferred susceptibility and the percentage of the area
that has no susceptibility (very low susceptibility zone). A primary goal of
susceptibility mapping is to maximize both values (Coe et al. 2004).
Inspect the ratio between the percentage of the test samples that fall in class area and
the percentage of the class area in total area. For a successful landslide susceptibility
zoning, this ratio should gradually increase from very low susceptibility zone (or nonsusceptibility zone) to high susceptibility zone.

Let A(pi) denotes the percentage of area of the ith susceptibility zone over the total area
of the study region, and L(pi) the percentage of landslides that fall in the ith susceptibility
zone over the total landslides as the test group, according to the above procedure, the ratio
Ri ¼ Lðpi Þ=Aðpi Þ;

i ¼ I; II; . . .; V,

ð6Þ

can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the landslide susceptibility mapping. As long
as these ratios for different susceptibility zones satisfy
ð7Þ

RI \RII \RIII \RIV \RV ;

the landslide susceptibility zoning is reasonable.
In Fig. 10, the percentage of the area of each susceptibility level over the area of the
total study region is, respectively, as follows: very low zone (I) 52.01%, low zone (II)
16.10%, moderate zone (III) 16.66%, high zone (IV) 10.79%, and very high zone
(V) 4.44%. All 459 landslides that occurred during the period 2004–2007 are taken as test
samples and used to evaluate the effectiveness of the susceptibility map. The test results
(Table 1) show that the percentage of these landslides that fall in each zone over the total
test samples is as follows: very low zone (I) 4.18%, low zone (II) 2.0%, moderate zone (III)
10.16%, high zone (IV) 47.54%, and very high zone (V) 36.12%. The area of IV and V
zones accounts for 15.23% of the total area, but the landslides that fall in these two zones
account for 83.66% of the total test samples.
In Fig. 12, the susceptibility level is presented as four categories (very low, low,
moderate, and high). The area of each category accounting for percentage of the total study
area is, respectively, as follows: very low zone (I) 33.78%, low zone (II) 29.11%, moderate
Table 1 Results of verification for the landslide susceptibility map of Zhejiang Province using test samples
Susceptibility level

Percentage of the
class area accounts
for total area (A(pi))

Landslides occurring in
each susceptibility level
account for percentage of
total samples (L(pi))

Ri = L(pi)/
A(pi)

Very low zone (I)

52.01

4.18

0.08

Low zone (II)

16.10

2.0

0.12

Moderate zone (III)

16.66

10.16

0.61

High zone (IV)

10.79

47.54

4.41

4.44

36.12

8.14

Very high zone(V)

The test samples are 459 landslides occurred during the period 2004–2007
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Table 2 Results of verification for the landslide susceptibility map of Yueqing County using test samples
Susceptibility level

Percentage of the
class area accounts
for total area (A(pi))

Landslides occurring in
each susceptibility level
account for percentage of
total samples (L(pi))

Ri = L(pi)/
A(pi)

Very low zone (I)

33.78

6.04

0.18

Low zone (II)

29.11

8.72

0.30

Moderate zone (III)

30.29

28.19

0.93

6.82

57.05

8.37

High zone (IV)

The test samples are 149 landslides occurred during the period 2004–2007

zone (III) 30.29%, and high zone (IV) 6.82%. All 149 landslides occurred during the period
from 2004 to 2007 are taken as test samples and used to examine the effectiveness of the
susceptibility map. As those shown in Table 2, the percentage of these landslides that fall
in each zone over the total test samples is as follows: very low zone (I) 6.04%, low zone
(II) 8.72%, moderate zone (III) 28.19%, and high zone (IV) 57.05%.
As shown in Tables 1 and 2, even though the two examples given here involve different
regional scales, the distributions of Ri value can well satisfy Eq. (7), which shows that the
landslide susceptibility zoning obtained from the fractal method is reasonable. However, it
should be noted that our predictive model is a statistical model, and therefore, it is inevitable that two types of error may occur. Type I error (also known as a false positive)
occurs if the model falsely predicts occurrence of landslides in an area while there is no
landslides in the area at the given time. Type II error occurs if the model predicts that there
is no landslide in an area at certain time when landslides did occur in the area at the time.
As seen in Fig. 12, some high susceptibility areas are landslide free (the landslides used as
test sets); on the contrary, very low susceptibility areas contain few landslides. These errors
may be reduced and our model improved if more landslide data are collected in the future.

5 Discussion
The existing methods for landslide susceptibility mapping, either statistic methods (e.g.,
Gupta and Joshi 1990; Binaghi et al. 1998; Chung and Fabbri 1999; Gritzer et al. 2001;
Lineback et al. 2001; Sakellariou and Ferentinou 2001; Santacana et al. 2003; Lee 2007;
Lee et al. 2007) or physically based methods (e.g., Montgomery and Dietrich 1994; Jibson
et al. 2000, Savage et al. 2003) require many types of data such as geology, topography,
soil deposits, land cover, and so on. However, since the data obtained from existing
observations are always incomplete, any assessment of landslide susceptibility based on
the data contains a considerable amount of uncertainties that would likely increase with the
increase in the categories of the used data.
Though only the known landslide data are used in the fractal clustering distribution
method described herein, if these landslides belong to a same type and are triggered by a
same factor (e.g., rainfall) under the same geologic, geomorphologic, and climatic settings,
the involved uncertainties will be relatively low. On the other hand, though the mechanism
of landslides is extremely complicated, as many complex phenomena in nature, rules
underlain the landslide phenomena might be simple. If the spatial distribution of landslides
is a fractal clustering, then within the statistically identified range of self-similarity, the
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property of fractal clustering of landslides can be used to assess the probability of landslide
occurrences at a given distance from a known landslide and to delineate landslide susceptibility areas. Therefore, for many regions that are prone to rainfall-triggered landslides,
where landslide inventory data are available and the landslides were recorded with
occurrence locations (coordinates), this fractal approach based on GIS can provide an
effective way to estimate landslide susceptibility.
In addition, landslide susceptibility zoning maps should be prepared at a scale appropriate for displaying the information needed at a particular zoning level. In using this
method, the scale of mapping depends on the level of the available landslide inventory in a
region. This technique is appropriate to landslide susceptibility mapping for any given
region where the existing landslides spatially follow the fractal clustering distribution.

6 Conclusions
In this study, we propose a fractal-based method to map landslide susceptibility using
historical landslide inventories only. The key points in this method are first to measure the
spatial fractal clustering distribution of the existing landslides in a region, and then apply
the derived fractal clustering relation to produce a landslide susceptibility map by means of
the buffer function of GIS. The method has been demonstrated using two examples at
different regional scales, based on the landslide inventory data from Zhejiang Province,
where the landslides are mainly triggered by rainfall. In the first example, around 3,285
landslides occurred during the period 1990–2003 in Zhejiang region are used to produce a
landslide susceptibility map for the region, and then 459 landslides that occurred in the
same region during the period 2004–2007 are used to examine the effectiveness of the
susceptibility map. In the second case, the landslide susceptibility map of the Yueqing
County located in the southeast costal region of Zhejiang is produced using 156 landslides
occurred in the area during the period 2000–2003 and examined by 149 landslides occurred
in the area during the period 2004–2007. The verification results show that the landslide
susceptibility maps are reliable.
For many regions that are prone to rainfall-triggered landslides but with very limited
data availability (e.g., landslide inventories only), using the technique described in this
paper, a satisfactory landslide susceptibility mapping from the landslide inventories can be
obtained.
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